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Topologies of power grids

United Kingdom and 
Ireland power grid 

Australian power grid
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Changes
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• Controllable generation to ‘random’

• Random load more controllable

• New technologies: storage, EVs, 
‘smart grids’ etc means new 
dynamics, e.g. reduced inertia

• New stability issues, e.g. converter-based

New stability analysis and questions for high 
levels of RES



Two Centres
§ Centre for Electrical Energy Systems (CEES) at HKU

» Started by Prof Felix Wu 1996, now directed by DJH 
2013- now

» 9 Faculty,  about 10 postdocs, 60 research students
» Includes one of the best power electronics groups (Prof 

Ron Hui, IEEE Field Award 2015)
» Good funding and many possibilities in China

§ Centre for Future Energy Networks (CFEN) at USyd
» Started by DJH 2011, Director til 2018
» 5.2 Faculty, 3 postdocs, about 15+ research students
» Lots of issues in Aus, but political confusion and project 

funding for systems aspects difficult
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Australia – 2030-2040-2050?
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Grid2050 Architecture (Bakken et al.)
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Granular structure view
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Our approach
§ High renewable systems

» ‘Smarter grids’ 
» Future grids (out to 2050)

§ Future technologies
» Storage, DG, DR, ICT, Big Data etc

§ Use good science
» Control theory
» Stability theory
» Network science
» Optimization
» Game theory

12
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Brief History (Power Network Science)
§ Early: Russian schools (Gorev in 1930’s, St Petersburg; Venikov in Moscow, ..); 

Magnusson, 1947 Energy functions, dynamics, voltage stability

§ 1960-70’s:  Vasin, Pai, Willems, … Lyapunov, Popov methods 

§ California 1970’s (Korsak, Smith..) Power flow theory

§ USA DOE Systems Eng For Power (Fink) 1980's: (Wu, Varaiya in Berkeley; 
Baillieu, Zaborszky, etc) .. Differential geometry, stability, control theory 

§ 1990's, 2000's: Voltage stability (Andersson, Hill, Varaiya etc) Bifurcation 
methods

§ 2010's: ‘Smart grids’
a. Modelling issues, stabilization (Ortega, Turitsyn, etc) New Lyapunov
b. Cascading collapse, synchronism (Dörfler, Motter etc) Network science 
c. Power flow theory (Low, Lavaei etc) Convexity 
d. Network-based stability (Song, Hill etc) Graph theory
e. Distributed control (Johannsson, Liu, etc) Control theory

14
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Mathematical Complexity 

• System stress gives more difficult dynamics 
(nonlinearity)

• More interconnection  (large networks)

• Multi-level (granular)

• Less known/predictable (uncertainty)

• Mixed discrete and continuous actions (hybrid)



Power Flow Equations

Power Flow Study: Given specified node powers and 
voltages, e.g. PV at a generator, PQ at a load, find all the 
phase angles and voltages and then compute line powers.
As PQ increases the network is stressed: angles can lose 
sync, voltages depress too low
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Figure 1 An example of power system (reproduced from [11])

Usual power networks model
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Example – 4 bus network
Ø Solution manifold for PG2 released vs 

MVAR at Gen 2



Role of graph
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Ref: Korsak, “On the question of uniqueness of 
stable load-flow solutions, 1972.

Nonlinearity gives multiple 
equilibria in angle and voltage

Power networks have another 
possibility: multiple stable 
equilibria arising from the 
graph

But not just a connectivity 
feature



Phase Angle Stability

Ref: M.A.Pai, Energy Function Analysis for Power System Stability

Basic 
synch 
issue

53
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A Simple Mathematical Model – structure-preserving
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• Generators: second-order differential equations
• Loads: first-order differential equations
• Angle stability:                                (synchronization)

Di�̇i = P 0
i �

X

j 6=i

bij sin(�i � �j)

�̇i = !i

Mi!̇i = �Di!i + P 0
i �

X

j 6=i

bij sin(�i � �j)
Generators

Loads

!i = !j = !s

�i � �j = cij

Ref: Bergen and Hill, IEEE PAS,1981; Hill and Bergen, 1983.



Network-Reduction
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Lossless 
network

Kron reduction • Lossy due to 
loads

• Network 
structure lost

Ref: Dörfler and Bullo, IEEE CAS-I, Jan 2013.



Classical Model
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Ref: Chiang, Direct Methods for Stability Analysis of Electric Power Systems –
Theoretical Foundation…., Wiley, 2011.



IEEE/CIGRE definition

Ø Power system stability is the ability of an electric power 
system, for a given initial operating condition, to regain a 
state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a 
physical disturbance, with most system variables bounded so 
that practically the entire system remains intact.

Note allows unimportant parts to be unstable – partial stability

24



Angle stability – region of attraction of equilibria

25

An extensive theory: 
§ characterizing 

and computing 
the regions of 
stability around 
stable equilibria

§ algorithms to 
estimate the 
faulted state and 
relevant stability 
boundary

Ref: Chiang, Direct Methods for Stability Analysis of Electric Power 
Systems –Theoretical Foundation…., Wiley, 2011.



Network-Reduction (Classical) Model
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✓
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• Use first integrals, Popov (Lure-Postnikov function)

• But these are not well-defined, i.e. path dependent, unless make assumptions

• Rigorous results only for two-machine system (Pai and Murthy, 1973)

• The Kron reduction creates the difficulty 

Common but bad
assumption



Network-Preserving Model
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• Non-identical nodes with nonlinear interconnections
• Angle stability:                                (synchronization)

ẋi = fi(xi) +
NX
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Ref:
Bergen and 
Hill, IEEE 
PAS,1981; Hill 
and Bergen, 
1983



Network-Preserving Model
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Dynamic models - Ref: Hiskens and Hill, IEEE  TPWRS, 1989
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• Voltage dependence of loads important
• Lyapunov theory for DA systems (Hill and Mareels, 1990)
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Lyapunov function (Ref: Hiskens and Hill, IEEE  
TPWRS, 1989)

Discovered later: Early basic version given as first integral by Vasin in 
St Petersburg journal, 1971 (ten years earlier than NBMs)
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Incompletely solved problems

• Rigorous Lyapunov functions for NPMs where the real-power loads 
are dependent on voltages

• These Lyapunov (or energy) functions can be expressed in a 
topological form where the kinetic energy term consists of a sum of 
contributions from:

• all generators and the potential energy term similarly consists of a sum of terms 
across the lines   How to exploit this structure was not pursued
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Some points

• Vulnerability of the network to large disturbances in certain 
loading conditions can be related to network cutsets

» in the spirit of the classical equal-area criterion but uses 
power flow on network

• Energy function can be seen as defined over multiple 
hypersurfaces corresponding to different stable equilibria and 
voltage solutions

» allowing for multiple equilibrium points and the local 
solvability of algebraic eqn g=0, and 

» depending on the load characteristics
» Also gives insights into short-term voltage collapse
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Energy surfaces
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Bifurcations, chaos and collapse 

Bifurcation parameter: reactive load 
Q



Analysis shortcomings

35
Ref: Milano, Dörfler, Hug, Hill and Verbic, Invited survey on low inertia systems, 
PSCC, 2018. 



Network science ideas
§ Behaviour determined by interaction of (graph) structure, 

coupling and node dynamics, e.g. ! ≥ #
$%

for identical node 
dynamics

§ Concepts of fragility, robustness, vulnerable nodes etc

§ Results allow for scale, e.g. scale-free relates to granularity

§ Nature finds good motifs so networks can be robust to 
connection changes (work by Slotine, passivity results)

§ Fits with taxonomies of feeders, dynamics and standardising for 
plug-and-play

Ref: Hill and Chen, Power systems as dynamic networks,     ISCAS, 2006. 36



New directions
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New stability theory
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Stability from a (Physics) network science 
point of view

§ Power system models 
» Network-reduction model
» Network-preserving model

§ Small-signal stability: network-reduction model

39

Ref: Motter et al., Spontaneous synchrony in power-grid networks, Nature 
Physics, 2013.
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Modern version of NPM
NPM model (Bergen and Hill, 1981) for angle stability analysis 

augmented with inverter-based generators

where Pline refers to line power flow, E refers to incidence matrix of the 

power network. Subscripts M, R, L refer to synchronous generators, 

inverter-based generators and loads, respectively.

M ✓̈M +DM ✓̇M = PM �EMPline(E
T✓)

DR✓̇R = PR �ERPline(E
T✓)

DL✓̇L = PL �ELPline(E
T✓)

Ref: Ainsworth and Grijalva, “A structure-preserving model…droop 
inverter-based AC networks,” IEEE TPWRS, 2013.
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Power Flow Laplacian Matrix
The active power flow can be expressed as follows

Define G(W(θ)) as the graph of active power flow with the diagonal 

matrix of edge weights W(θ)=∂Pline(ETθ)/ ∂(ETθ)

The Laplacian matrix of G is as follows

Pbus = EPline(E
T✓)

L(G(✓)) = @Pbus

@✓
= EW (✓)ET

Ref: Song, Hill and Liu, “Network-based analysis of small-disturbance, angle stability 
of power systems,” IEEE TCNS, 2018.



Laplacian-based stability criterion
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Two corollaries
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Network-based stability analysis

1.   The Laplacian matrix provides information on stability

2.   Line-based stability criteria
The system is small-disturbance unstable if and only if either 
of the following holds:
(a) The critical lines form a cutset in power network
(b) The critical lines do not form a cutset, but violate an LMI 
with respect to network topology

3. Effective resistance concepts very useful: Y.Song, D.J.Hill, and 
T.Liu, “On extension of effective resistance with application to graph Laplacian 
definiteness and power system stability,” submitted to IEEE Trans Circuits and 
Systems – I.



Cutset stability index
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An improved cutset stability index
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Ref: Song, Hill and Liu, “Characterizations of cutsets in networks with application to 
transient stability analysis of power systems,” IEEE TCNS, 2018.



New stability paradigm for low inertia 
systems

49

Ref: Milano, Dorfler, Hug, Hill and Verbic, invited survey on low inertia 
systems, PSCC, 2018. 

Equilibrium-
event based

Lyapunov

Continuously-
disturbed

Synch, ISS



A network synch perspective
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Refs: 
F. Dorfler and F. Bullo, “Synchronization and transient stability in power networks and 
nonuniform Kuramoto oscillators”, SIAM J. Control Optimization, 2012.

L.Zhu and D.J.Hill, “Stability analysis of power systems: a network synchronization 
perspective,” SIAM J. Control and  Optimization, 2018.

• What are the conditions on the coupling and the dissimilarity 
such that a synchronization behavior emerges?

• Under which condition on the network parameters and topology, 
the current load profile, and power generations does there exist 
a synchronous operating point?



The model is the above network-based one with persistent 
disturbance and angles grouped for generators and loads/RES

51
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Note – traditional equilibrium – event –equilibrium paradigm abandoned



Distributed stability evaluation (microgrids)

53

Ref: Y.Song, D.J.Hill, T.Liu and Y.Zheng, “A distributed framework for stability evaluation 
and enhancement of inverter-based microgrids,” Special Issue on Distributed Control and 
Efficient Optimization Methods for Smart Grid, IEEE TSG, Nov 2017. 
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Small-disturbance dynamics of microgrids
Consider an islanded microgrid where each node connects an 
inverter-based DG and a frequency- and voltage-dependent load. 

The small-disturbance model is

where 
G,B denote conductance and susceptance matrix; 
Kp,Kq denote frequency and voltage droop gain; 
Fq,Fq denote corner frequency of the low-pass filter for power 
generation measurement; 
!"#, !%#, !"&, !%& denote frequency and voltage sensitivities of loads
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Impact of DG connection topology on stability

Ref: Y. Song, D. J. Hill, and T. Liu. Impact of DG connection topology on the stability of inverter-
based microgrids. IEEE TPWRS, to appear.

Ø DG plug-and-play
A large number of small-size DGs are to be connected to the 
microgrid (an expansion with increasing nodes and lines)

Ø Theorems
1) Algebraic connectivity

where n is number nodes and ./ is degree of node i.

2) An eigenvalue of the system dynamic Jacobian approaches 
zero if the algebraic connectivity of the microgrid approaches zero

Note: the precondition lim1→3.//5 = 0 holds in the common tree-like 
connection where new DGs are connected to nearby nodes via single 
lines 
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Impact of DG connection topology on stability

Ref: Y. Song, D. J. Hill, and T. Liu. Impact of DG connection topology on the stability of inverter-
based microgrids. IEEE TPWRS, to appear

Ø Remarks

• The results foresee an interesting phenomenon---the loss of 
stability purely by means of network structure.

• Even when each local node is stable, the system may still 
have instability problem if the connection pattern among the 
nodes is improper.

• System stability can be effectively improved by keeping the 
algebraic connectivity away from zero, e.g., forming loops by 
linking the nodes close to feeder terminals (which reduces 
the network diameter)
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Case Study
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An eigenvalue of system 
dynamic Jacobian 
approaches zero with 
the expansion
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Case Study

Ø Critical eigenvalue with different locations of looping lines

Greater number ! indicates linking node closer to feeder ends, 
which leads to better stability improvement
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Voltage Collapse

Related to long 
transmission 
paths from 
generation to 
loads
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Load dynamics - Ref: Hill, IEEE TPWRS 1993
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Load-side DA Model



Ongoing work – graph based voltage stability

§ Voltage stability (Huang and Hill, submitted)

§ Progress is hard as dealing with P and Q ‘graphs’

§ Lyapunov functions still not satisfactory for old 
problem of long-term voltage stability

62



Research questions 
1. Rigorous Lyapunov functions for 1) transient stability with general voltage 

dependent real power loads and 2) long-term voltage dynamics 

2. In MGs the transfer conductances cannot be assumed away

3. Graph based stability criteria, e.g. conditions on cutsets, vanishing 
algebraic connectivity in more general networks, voltage behaviour

4. Extensions to linking synch to structure, e.g. DAE models

5. Robustness to all the uncertainty 

6. Dependence on structure
» Find the vulnerable points for collapse 
» Bifurcations

7. How to guarantee stability from local checks 
» certificates (with some exchange)
» can these be granulated?

63
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“…keep the lights on, 
you ensure people can 
afford to keep them on 

and you meet your 
emission reduction 

commitments” Turnbull, 
11 Oct 2017
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100% Scenario
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Ref: Marzooghi, et al., "Scenario and sensitivity based stability analysis of the   
high renewable future grid" submitted to Special Section IEEE Transactions on 

Power Systems Towards a 100% renewable energy system.
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100% renewable systems?
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Scenario characteristics

§ Topology – synthetic networks

§ Coupling strengths 

§ Converter, load parameters

72

Ref: Zhang, Hill 
and Lu 
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100% renewable systems?

Improved cutset
index

Ref: W.Yi, D.J.Hill and Y.Song, “Impact of high penetration of renewable resources
on power system transient stability,” to appear IEEE PES GM 2019.
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Review
• Limited success of energy function methods; 

only method widely deployed is the EEAC 
approach by - originally by Xue and Pavella -
in China State Grid

• We can see EEAC more as simulation-data-
based method using an indicator derived from 
the two-machine EAC (a very simple energy 
function)

• We still need fast assessment in complex 
situations to facilitate decisions, e.g. VCPI can 
be too slow for fast collapse
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( ( ()(
 

• Model-Based DSA
- Time-domain simulation based analysis→ modeling everything in detail, causing heavy

computational burdens.
- Transient energy function (TEF) and related methods→ difficult to build TEFs for large

systems, implemented with highly simplified models (limited applicability).

• Data-Based DSA
- Intelligently learning correlations between initial system states/responses and eventual

system stability status from huge volumes of PMU data (machine learning).
- High efficiency and reliability during online application, almost no limitation on system

sizes or scales, great potential in new knowledge discovery.



78From Miranda, HK PolyU, Sept 2017.
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p ( 1 () ) ) ) ).) . ( 1  

• Shapelet: implying a small discriminative “sub-shape”,  defined as a TS subsequence 
with the best capability of discriminating one class from another. 

• Distances (shapelet candidate vs. full-length TS): measure of their dissimilarities.

• Information gain (IG): the index evaluating the attribute’s capability in classification. 

Ref.: 
[1] L. Ye and E. Keogh, “Time series shapelets: a novel technique that allows accurate, interpretable and fast classification,” Data Mining and Knowl. Discovery, vol. 22, no. 1, pp. 149–182, 2011.

[2] L. Zhu, C. Lu, and Y. Sun, “Time Series Shapelet Classification Based Online Short-Term Voltage Stability Assessment,” IEEE Trans. on Power Systems, 2016, 32(2): 1430-1439.
[3] J. Hills, J. Lines, E. Baranauskas, J. Mapp, and A. Bagnall, “Classification of time series by shapelet transformation,” Data Mining and Knowl. Discovery, vol. 28, no. 4, pp. 851–881, 2014.
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p .  ) -+ - . (

• Basic Requirement: reliability (performing 
accurate DSA), rapidity (predicting the onset of 
instability in early stages), adaptability (being 

able to handle various transient events).

• Conventional Methods: learning features 
and DSA models from steady-state information 

(lack of adaptability) or post-fault dynamics 
(limited rapidity, such as the previous TSSC).

•  New Learning Idea: deeply learning (fault-
on+2) trajectories to induce DSA models 

(similar to energy function methods, predicting 
instability almost right after fault clearance). 
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(a) Transient rotor angle profile (b) Fault-on rotor angle trajectory

(Fault-on+2) trajectories of rotor angles and voltages

Remark: The fault-on trajectories and the two adjacent sampling
points in pre-/post-fault stages are acquired for the machine
learning task here, and they are thus called a (fault-on + 2)
trajectory ({V, δ,Δf} of generators are mainly considered).

Ref.: 
[4]  L. Zhu, D. J. Hill, and C. Lu, “Data-Driven Fast Transient Stability Assessment Using (Fault-on + 2) Generator Trajectories,” Proc. IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting, 1-5, 2019, to Appear.

[5]  L. Zhu, D. J. Hill, and C. Lu, “Hierarchical Deep Learning Machine for Power System Online Transient Stability Prediction,” IEEE Trans. on Power Systems, 2019, to be Submitted.
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p - - - - -
• 1) Subsequence extraction with a L-point sliding time window:  

• 2) Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) [6]: (alphabet)

Illustration of SAX based trajectory quantization

 . 2 -
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Ref.:  [6]  J. Lin, E. Keogh, L. Wei, et al., “Experiencing SAX: a novel symbolic representation of time series,” Data Mining and knowledge discovery, vol. 15, no. 2, pp. 107–144, 2007..

• 3) Symbolic word extraction:  

• 4) Counting frequencies of symbolic words:
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10.5 Affix Frequency

Pixel Padding

(a) Statistics of affix frequencies (b) Bitmap depiction based on affix frequencies

Illustration of 2-D pictorial representation
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p .2.2-

CNN Structure for pictorial transient case learning

,

→  convolution

→  activation
→  pooling (subsampling)

→  regressive output

→  activation & loss functions
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Math-comp-data triangle

Mathematics-
based

84

Data-
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Advantages of Mathematics
Ø Features

» Math models, e.g. DAE

Ø Positives 
» Derive relationships, insights
» Analyse performance of systems and algorithms
» Sensitivity formulas
» Rigorous limits
» Can help guide more detailed computations

Ø But
» Models simplified or wrong, e.g. Gaussian 
» Can be difficult for non-researchers
» Calculations often do not scale

85



Other approaches

§ Computation-based
» More detailed models
» Lots of simulation cases
» Each simulation gives ‘one point’ in a relationship
» Can be scientific, e.g. Monte Carlo sampling
» But needs more CS involvement

§ Data-based
» On-trend approach (money for research)
» No explicit models
» Use Machine Learning from Computer Science to infer 

relationships
» Ways to include system specific features, e.g. topology, give 

better research problems
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In practice
§ Theory gives:

» Possible limits, relations for more detailed models
» Guidance for simulation studies to focus 
» Mathematical indicators to use in computations, data-

based methods, e.g. a stability index

§ We can even combine all three approaches:
» Derive stability limit as exact in simpler situation
» Carry out large number scenario-based simulations
» Use these as data for deep learning techniques to derive a 

stability limit, e.g. China EPRI’s EEAC technique
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Schematic Diagram of National Grid in 2020
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Future

§ Integrated systems give interdependent (network 
of) networks: 
» Future engineering systems provide a trilemma (cost, 

security, clean) solution for energy and information flows 
across integrated networks (IIoT, CP systems etc)

§ Mathematics, computation or data-based for such 
complexity?
» Researchers have plenty to do yet
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§ Mathematics in energy (‘POWER network science’) is an old subject

§ Modelling needs care for theory, i.e to enable science but keep
credibility – CANNOT IGNORE POWER FLOWS

§ Models are now nonlinear, DAD (hybrid)

§ Stability theory still has some good problems (but hard)

§ Related: Flexibility, vulnerability, robustness, resilience (adaptive)

§ NEW: Scientific computation, data-based methods have a role to play

§ Hybrid methods, i.e. maths gives better indicators
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Conclusions – for careers
§ Lesson 1 – think outside the box for clean (and easier) 

solutions, e.g. the network preserving models

§ Lesson 2 – make sure you know what the Russians have done

§ Lesson 3 – if trying to do some theory for a new practical 
issue, find someone in that problem even if they know no 
math, e.g. the dynamic load models

§ Lesson 4 – do not underestimate computation (done 
scientifically), e.g. future grid analysis

§ Lesson 5 – new issues, e.g. complexity, demand new methods 
so do not hang onto biases, e.g. ANN ‘second best way’ to now 
DL
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